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The Montana Kaimin is a weekly independent student 
newspaper at the University of Montana. The Kaimin office 
and the University of Montana are located on land originally 
inhabited by the Salish People. Kaimin is a derivative of a Salish 
language word, “Qe‘ymin,” that is pronounced kay-MEEN and 
means “book,” “message” or “paper that brings news.”
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Kia Keys, right, and Arden Carrick of Sax Appeal perform a collection of jazz music at Ten Spoon Winery in Missoula on Oct. 15. The event began at 6:00 p.m. and kids got in 
for free to vibe with their parents as they listened to the calming sound of jazz. Customers sat back in their chairs and sipped on wine as the light faded and sweet music 
sounded all around. LUKAS PRINOS | MONTANA KAIMIN
Feature Photo: Evening jazz and fine wine An ode to the 
Caras Park hill
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Nothing quite beats a soft, grassy hillside with a view. 
Especially in Missoula, where residents enjoy the hundreds 
of little green parks that dot the landscape. 
One of the town favorites, the grassy knoll looking over 
Caras Park and the Clark Fork River, has seated thousands 
— from tacky tourists, to students watching live music, to 
families eating dinner.
For future visitors of the city, though, the cozy picnic 
tables and the familiar trees will not be there. The City of 
Missoula bulldozed the hill earlier this month as part of a 
long-term plan to give the riverside park a “facelift.” 
But right now it seems more like a face-drop, as the once-
grassy hill looks like a dirt field for construction. 
The new park will have a flat, multi-use field. The city said 
this will address the problem of chemical runoff into the 
river, which was exacerbated by the hill. So we can accept 
the hill had its faults. But really, do we need another field in 
Missoula?
Here at the Kaimin, we want to remember the good times, 
when a hill was a hill. 
We want to remember that first weekend in Missoula. You 
know the one: When you got too high, knew nobody and 
were too afraid to sit next to strangers on the bleachers at the 
first football game. That weekend, the Caras Park hill was 
there for you. 
It was the spot for first dates, family dinners or taking a 
break to read. It was the spot to watch people surf Brennan’s 
Wave from the safety of the trees’ shade. Not to mention, it 
was the undisputed best people-watching location in Missou-
la.
It was a place anyone could gather comfortably. You didn’t 
have to worry about getting in peoples’ way, because Mis-
soulians respected your space there. The summer days saw 
dozens of people at a time taking a break under the shady 
limbs of the nearby trees.
Overall, the improvements to Caras Park are good. The am-
phitheater has long been in need of upgrades, and the new 
installment will have access compliant with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act previously not provided by the city. 
People will make memories on the new multi-use field. But 
sometimes it seems the city is prioritizing things that check 
a box in the planning department, rather than focusing on 
what people who live here care about and use. 
We will miss the little oasis the Caras hill provided, and 
we’ll now have to search for another slanted seat where peo-
ple mingle and memories are made.
So long, you beautiful green refuge. We’ll miss you fondly 
here at the Kaimin.
— Griffen Smith, News Editor
Like it? Hate it? Wish we were dead?
email us your opinions at editor@montanakaimin.com
Week of 10/18/21 - 10/24/21 
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Ideal for college students. 
Part-time serving and bartending 
positions open. Apply @ the Press 
Box or call 406-721-1212 to set up 
interview.
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UM RESPONDS TO SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION 
LAWSUIT 
The University of Montana responded in 
court on Oct. 18 to the lawsuit filed against it 
in August, which alleged discrimination on the 
basis of sex. 
UM filed three court documents — a partial 
motion to dismiss, a brief in support of the mo-
tion to dismiss and an answer to claims — all of 
which challenge accusations made in August 
that President Seth Bodnar fostered a “good 
ol’ boys’ club” environment at UM that was a 
“brick wall” to the plaintiffs’ careers. 
The August suit was filed by four plaintiffs: 
Catherine Cole, Barbara Koostra, Mary-Ann 
Sontag Bowman and Rhondie Voorhees. Cole, 
Koostra and Voorhees no longer work at UM; 
Bowman is still a tenured professor in the 
school of social work. 
“Today’s action is really the starting point 
in the University’s defense,” said Dave Kuntz, 
UM’s director of strategic communications 
and the University’s spokesperson for this 
lawsuit. 
Most notably, UM filed a motion to dismiss 
Bowman’s claims in the August lawsuit. Her 
claims centered on the only tenured male 
professor in the School of Social Work being 
encouraged to re-apply for the position of de-
partment chair, closing Bowman’s opportunity 
for professional growth. 
To read the Kaimin’s full coverage on this 
developing story, visit montanakaimin.com. 
(Mariah Thomas)
ASUM RESOLUTION CALLS FOR BETTER CAMPUS 
LIGHTING 
On Oct. 13, the Associated Students of the 
University of Montana unanimously passed 
a resolution, Senate Bill 24, to fund the Uni-
versity of Montana Main Campus External 
Lighting Upgrade Project. This follows a Sept. 
29 resolution encouraging UM to install and 
maintain more safety stations and security 
cameras around campus. 
This project will install more than 300 more 
light fixtures around campus, as well as some 
surveillance cameras, and cost $2.2 million. 
“The increase in lighting would 
respond to the demands of many 
students for better safety measures 
on campus, and will also reduce 
our energy consumption with 
the introduction of LED lights,” 
ASUM’s President Noah Durnell 
said. 
The resolution cites the respon-
sibility of UM and ASUM to protect 
students and that there have been at 
least 20 crimes each month on the Main Cam-
pus this year, according to the Clery Act docu-
mentation. The resolution said the University 
only has 364 street lights out of the 670 that 
reach the “recommended illumination value” 
by the Illumination Engineering Society. 
Durnell said the external lighting and main-
tenance on campus would be overseen by the 
University, rather than Northwestern Energy. 
“The result is incredible cost and energy 
savings for the University; the project will 
even pay itself back in just 24 years,” Durnell 
said. (Mazana Boerboom)
COVID-19 UPDATE
The City County Health Department report-
ed no new UM-affiliated COVID-19 cases last 
weekend. There were 111 active UM cases 
Monday, the third week in a row the Universi-
ty has hovered above 100 active cases.
Countywide, active cases peaked at 2,700 
cases earlier in the month, Missoula’s worst 
spike since the start of the pandemic. The 
region is still overwhelmed with COVID-19, 
as the health department reported 2,500 total 
active cases and 59 active hospitalizations 
Monday. 
Deaths from the virus are on the rise, as 
more than 20 county residents have 
died from COVID-19 since the start 
of October, including five deaths 
on Oct. 14. Since the start of the 
pandemic, 148 county residents 
have died from COVID-19. 
“We’re seeing a signifi-
cant loss of life in our community 
— it is devastating. We need to come 
together as a community and practice 
the precautions we know work to limit the 
spread of disease and ultimately the loss of 
life in our community. We send our sincerest 
condolences to the family, friends and loved 
ones of everyone lost to this terrible virus,” 
Health Officer D’Shane Barnett stated in a 
press release.  
The Mayo Clinic reported Friday that 
Montana had one of the highest COVID-19 
incidence rates in the nation, second only to 
Alaska. 
In Missoula, people between 20-29 represent 
17% of all the county’s cases, but remain the 
lowest vaccinated adult group, at 48%. (Griffen 
Smith)
BALLOTS DUE FOR LOCAL ELECTION
As races for city council and mayor are few-
er than two weeks away, the County Elections 
Office recommended voters send their ballots 
back by Oct. 26 via mail. 
“After that date, you should probably come 
down to the election office to turn your ballot 
in,” County Election Officer Bradley Seaman 
said. 
The all-mail election comes as the Montana 
State Legislature passed multiple laws limiting 
how and when people can vote. The last day to 
register to vote in Montana is Oct. 29 at noon, 
marking the first election in the state since 
ending same-day voter registration. 
Montanans also cannot change what county 
they vote in on election day. In the Missoula 
election, voters can update their precinct on 
election day. 
Anyone using a Montana student ID must 
also present a utility bill, bank statement, pay-
check or government document showing their 
name and address.
Ballots can be returned when the elections 
office is open at its Russell Street location. 
There is also an option to vote in-person from 7 
a.m. to 8 p.m. Nov. 2. The office will also have 
extended hours for the week leading up to 
election day and satellite locations across the 
county for voters to drop ballots off on election 
day. 
All ballots are due in the office by 8 p.m. 
Nov. 2 For more information, visit the elections 
office webpage. (GS)
Between Oct. 7 and 13, University of Mon-
tana Police Department reported 13 crimes on 
and around campus. The most common crime 
of the week was theft, again. We have theft 
from a building, from motor vehicles, a license 
plate, mail, a bike and theft from an unlocked 
dorm room. This week’s blotter is packed with 
reasons why I have trust issues. 
FRIDAY 10/08: MYSTERIOUS BROKEN WINDOW
Someone reported a broken window on the 
first floor of Duniway Hall just after 1 a.m. on 
Oct. 8. According to UM Police Chief Brad Gif-
fin, investigators have no suspects or any clue 
what happened to the window. But for those 
who follow @umbarstool on Instagram, you 
might have a pretty good idea as to what might 
have happened. I’m looking at you, swan diver. 
Hope you’re okay <3.
 
SATURDAY 10/09: GAME DAY + ALCOHOL
They got spirit, yes they do! They got alco-
hol, how ‘bout you? The Griz football team 
won its second home game of the season and 
fans were ecstatic. And how do fans cele-
brate an afternoon win? Alcohol, of course. 
A man was found drunkenly passed out in 
the stadium by officers, but was revived and 
returned to his friends. Security also helped a 
few intoxicated women wait for a ride home 
to ensure they didn’t go for a joy ride on their 
own. The incidents were not reported in the 
UM crime log, but who doesn’t love reading 
about drunk people?
SATURDAY 10/09: ANOTHA’ ONE
A locked bike was stolen between Oct. 8 
and 9 from Lauren Court. Short and sweet, just 
like your attention spans. 
SATURDAY 10/09: ROOM RAID
Anyone with a dorm room experience 
knows the pain of dealing with a room key 
— you forget it on your bed or you purposely 
leave it and hope your door stays cracked 
open while you run to the bathroom, but the 
wind sucks it shut. Some would love to have a 
door that never locks. That is, until half your 
belongings go missing. Late at night on Oct. 9, 
a resident reported a watch, mail key, phone 
charger and clothing missing from their dorm 
room. The student had struggle with their 
Briefs & Blotter
Briefs: Lawsuit update, campus lighting and local elections
GRACE CARR
grace.carr@umconnect.umt.edu
Blotter: Theft, theft, theft and a broken window
door locking in the past, so officers presume 
the door was unlocked as there were no signs 
of forced entry. Keep an eye on that key, y’all. 
No belongings are safe on this campus. 
TUESDAY 10/12: PARKED AND LOADED
Speaking of unsafe belongings, make sure 
you lock your vehicles. One student parked in 
Lot H had a $75 gift card stolen from their car 
between Oct. 9 and 12. But even when locked, 
your vehicle’s valuables are at risk. Also on 
Oct. 12, a license plate was taken from a car 
in the Missoula College Parking Lot. UMPD 
referred the case to the Missoula City Police 
Department. I wish both vehicle owners luck 
in their future parking endeavors. 
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ACROSS
1 Cut drastically, 69 Mixer setting 29 Anagram for 
as prices "time"
6 In the thick of Down 32 Teeny bit
10 Shrill barks 1 Sail support 34 Able to be 
14 Ski trail 2 Actress Kudrow transferred
15 Walk the floor 3 Helper 35 Drought ender
16 Opposed to, 4 Small apartment 36 Get to work on 
hillbilly-style 5 ___ and haw Time?
17 Thing taken for 6 In a fitting way 38 Aversion
granted 7 Daily delivery 40 Aid for a fracture
19 Guitar accessory 8 Marilyn Monroe, 43 Scold, with "out"
20 SWAT operation e.g. 45 King in a Steve
21 Intense cram 9 "Taxi Driver" Martin song
session actor 48 Prophetic shrine
23 Ms. Spacek 10 America's Cup 50 Study nook
25 Take back to the sport 51 Type of fund
lab 11 Quartz variety 52 Contact, in a way
26 Extinguish, as a 12 Water conduits 53 Not right
fire 13 Bull's sound 54 Hauls around
28 Garlicky sauce 18 Sunday speaker 56 Sign of spring
30 "Ugly Betty" 22 Firms up 57 "For Pete's ___!"
actress Ortiz 24 Addition total 59 Enroll in
31 Slightly wet 26 Legal prefix 60 Gave the boot
33 Type of drum 27 Part of BTU 63 Kind of tide







49 Giving off light
51 Winter warmer
54 Nashville NFLer
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G L A D M C C O Y A V I D
R I C E O H A R A C A R A
I N H O T W A T E R U P O N
N E E D Y S A N D S T O N E
O R I E L E W E R
P H A R O S P A R E T A B
L A M A L E A N D I R G E
A V E N G E R O P E N A I R
T E N T H G O N E T I L E
E N D O D O R O M E L E T
M O U E G O N E R
S M E L L A R A T A L I S T
T E N D C O N T I N E N C E
A N T I O S I E R A F A R
R U S E N A C R E F O R M
OMG, go Griz!! Jk... UM kinda be dropping the ball 
right now, but it’s okay because BEARS <3 They are 
so floofy, smort and chonk — we love them. If they 
didn’t want to be pet, why are they so cute? Let’s 
forget about the shitshow our University has become 
and take a moment to identify with these versatile 
creatures. 
LIBRA (SEP. 23–OCT. 22): So squishy and nummy — 
you’re the gummy bear. Spit *and we cannot stress 
this enough* in our mouths. 
SCORPIO (OCT. 23–NOV. 21): You with your fucking 
bamboo and big dick energy you fucking panda. Little 
bitch looking cute and shit. Fuck. 
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22–DEC. 22): Respectfully — you’re 
trash. Word? You’re always all up in our trash bins 
pillaging through our shit and asking for our leftovers, 
you little trash panda.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 23–JAN. 19): You’re so big and strong 
you polar bear! THANK THE LORD global warming is 
just a liberal hoax and you’re not almost endangered 
because humans are irresponsible. Nope. 
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20–FEB. 18): You’re totally a bear, dad-
dy. So grizzled, buff and hairy with your big muscles 
… body slam me? Sorry. Oh wait, this horoscope is 
about animals? … Shit. I’m not taking it back though. 
PISCES (FEB. 19–MARCH 20): You’re the teddy bear be-
cause you need someone to constantly hold you and 
give you a squish. So floof and fragile you are, little 
Pisces baby. 
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): POV: “Dammit!” you think 
to yourself. “Why did some shitty-ass school like UM 
have to use me as their mascot? Aight, imma head 
out.” #gogriz
TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): BAaaabe, come back to 
the tree. It’s only 11 a.m., we still have one more hour 
before the leaves are ripe … koala and chill?
GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): Build-a-Bear? More like 
build-a-bitch. You two faced, pretentious mother-
fucker XOXO. Making a Build-a-Bear is so fun at the 
moment, but when you get the bill — it’s game OVER. 
Just like when you bought the whole bar shots last 
night and now you can’t afford that good kush for the 
next two months.
CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): There are a few things 
you’re scared of: a world without Betty White, the 
catholic church, pink camo and the dark. One thing 
you’re not scared of is being who you are. Yup — 
you’re the carebear <3. 
LEO (JULY 23–AUG. 22): No, you are not the center of 
the solar system despite your name: the sun bear. You 
just need a tongue that long to spit all the bullshit 
you talk about yourself. But really honey, look in the 
water’s reflection and maybe keep that tongue inside 
your big mouth. 
VIRGO (AUG. 23–SEP. 22): Mama bear <3 You may be a 
broke college kid barely able to find the strength to 
cook anything but ramen for yourself — but the SEC-
OND your friends come over, WE BOUTA FEAST! 
Everyone leaves fat and happy, just like before hiber-
nation. 
OLIVIA SWANT-JOHNSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
CLARISE LARSON
clarise.larson@umontana.edu
The bear-oscope: RAWR XD!!!
UM RESPONDS TO SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION 
LAWSUIT 
The University of Montana responded in 
court on Oct. 18 to the lawsuit filed against it 
in August, which alleged discrimination on the 
basis of sex. 
UM filed three court documents — a partial 
motion to dismiss, a brief in support of the mo-
tion to dismiss and an answer to claims — all of 
which challenge accusations made in August 
that President Seth Bodnar fostered a “good 
ol’ boys’ club” environment at UM that was a 
“brick wall” to the plaintiffs’ careers. 
The August suit was filed by four plaintiffs: 
Catherine Cole, Barbara Koostra, Mary-Ann 
Sontag Bowman and Rhondie Voorhees. Cole, 
Koostra and Voorhees no longer work at UM; 
Bowman is still a tenured professor in the 
school of social work. 
“Today’s action is really the starting point 
in the University’s defense,” said Dave Kuntz, 
UM’s director of strategic communications 
and the University’s spokesperson for this 
lawsuit. 
Most notably, UM filed a motion to dismiss 
Bowman’s claims in the August lawsuit. Her 
claims centered on the only tenured male 
professor in the School of Social Work being 
encouraged to re-apply for the position of de-
partment chair, closing Bowman’s opportunity 
for professional growth. 
To read the Kaimin’s full coverage on this 
developing story, visit montanakaimin.com. 
(Mariah Thomas)
ASUM RESOLUTION CALLS FOR BETTER CAMPUS 
LIGHTING 
On Oct. 13, the Associated Students of the 
University of Montana unanimously passed 
a resolution, Senate Bill 24, to fund the Uni-
versity of Montana Main Campus External 
Lighting Upgrade Project. This follows a Sept. 
29 resolution encouraging UM to install and 
maintain more safety stations and security 
cameras around campus. 
This project will install more than 300 more 
light fixtures around campus, as well as some 
surveillance cameras, and cost $2.2 million. 
“The increase in lighting would 
respond to the demands of many 
students for better safety measures 
on campus, and will also reduce 
our energy consumption with 
the introduction of LED lights,” 
ASUM’s President Noah Durnell 
said. 
The resolution cites the respon-
sibility of UM and ASUM to protect 
students and that there have been at 
least 20 crimes each month on the Main Cam-
pus this year, according to the Clery Act docu-
mentation. The resolution said the University 
only has 364 street lights out of the 670 that 
reach the “recommended illumination value” 
by the Illumination Engineering Society. 
Durnell said the external lighting and main-
tenance on campus would be overseen by the 
University, rather than Northwestern Energy. 
“The result is incredible cost and energy 
savings for the University; the project will 
even pay itself back in just 24 years,” Durnell 
said. (Mazana Boerboom)
COVID-19 UPDATE
The City County Health Department report-
ed no new UM-affiliated COVID-19 cases last 
weekend. There were 111 active UM cases 
Monday, the third week in a row the Universi-
ty has hovered above 100 active cases.
Countywide, active cases peaked at 2,700 
cases earlier in the month, Missoula’s worst 
spike since the start of the pandemic. The 
region is still overwhelmed with COVID-19, 
as the health department reported 2,500 total 
active cases and 59 active hospitalizations 
Monday. 
Deaths from the virus are on the rise, as 
more than 20 county residents have 
died from COVID-19 since the start 
of October, including five deaths 
on Oct. 14. Since the start of the 
pandemic, 148 county residents 
have died from COVID-19. 
“We’re seeing a signifi-
cant loss of life in our community 
— it is devastating. We need to come 
together as a community and practice 
the precautions we know work to limit the 
spread of disease and ultimately the loss of 
life in our community. We send our sincerest 
condolences to the family, friends and loved 
ones of everyone lost to this terrible virus,” 
Health Officer D’Shane Barnett stated in a 
press release.  
The Mayo Clinic reported Friday that 
Montana had one of the highest COVID-19 
incidence rates in the nation, second only to 
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In Missoula, people between 20-29 represent 
17% of all the county’s cases, but remain the 
lowest vaccinated adult group, at 48%. (Griffen 
Smith)
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As races for city council and mayor are few-
er than two weeks away, the County Elections 
Office recommended voters send their ballots 
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“After that date, you should probably come 
down to the election office to turn your ballot 
in,” County Election Officer Bradley Seaman 
said. 
The all-mail election comes as the Montana 
State Legislature passed multiple laws limiting 
how and when people can vote. The last day to 
register to vote in Montana is Oct. 29 at noon, 
marking the first election in the state since 
ending same-day voter registration. 
Montanans also cannot change what county 
they vote in on election day. In the Missoula 
election, voters can update their precinct on 
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also present a utility bill, bank statement, pay-
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name and address.
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day. 
All ballots are due in the office by 8 p.m. 
Nov. 2 For more information, visit the elections 
office webpage. (GS)
Between Oct. 7 and 13, University of Mon-
tana Police Department reported 13 crimes on 
and around campus. The most common crime 
of the week was theft, again. We have theft 
from a building, from motor vehicles, a license 
plate, mail, a bike and theft from an unlocked 
dorm room. This week’s blotter is packed with 
reasons why I have trust issues. 
FRIDAY 10/08: MYSTERIOUS BROKEN WINDOW
Someone reported a broken window on the 
first floor of Duniway Hall just after 1 a.m. on 
Oct. 8. According to UM Police Chief Brad Gif-
fin, investigators have no suspects or any clue 
what happened to the window. But for those 
who follow @umbarstool on Instagram, you 
might have a pretty good idea as to what might 
have happened. I’m looking at you, swan diver. 
Hope you’re okay <3.
 
SATURDAY 10/09: GAME DAY + ALCOHOL
They got spirit, yes they do! They got alco-
hol, how ‘bout you? The Griz football team 
won its second home game of the season and 
fans were ecstatic. And how do fans cele-
brate an afternoon win? Alcohol, of course. 
A man was found drunkenly passed out in 
the stadium by officers, but was revived and 
returned to his friends. Security also helped a 
few intoxicated women wait for a ride home 
to ensure they didn’t go for a joy ride on their 
own. The incidents were not reported in the 
UM crime log, but who doesn’t love reading 
about drunk people?
SATURDAY 10/09: ANOTHA’ ONE
A locked bike was stolen between Oct. 8 
and 9 from Lauren Court. Short and sweet, just 
like your attention spans. 
SATURDAY 10/09: ROOM RAID
Anyone with a dorm room experience 
knows the pain of dealing with a room key 
— you forget it on your bed or you purposely 
leave it and hope your door stays cracked 
open while you run to the bathroom, but the 
wind sucks it shut. Some would love to have a 
door that never locks. That is, until half your 
belongings go missing. Late at night on Oct. 9, 
a resident reported a watch, mail key, phone 
charger and clothing missing from their dorm 
room. The student had struggle with their 
Briefs & Blotter
Briefs: Lawsuit update, campus lighting and local elections
GRACE CARR
grace.carr@umconnect.umt.edu
Blotter: Theft, theft, theft and a broken window
door locking in the past, so officers presume 
the door was unlocked as there were no signs 
of forced entry. Keep an eye on that key, y’all. 
No belongings are safe on this campus. 
TUESDAY 10/12: PARKED AND LOADED
Speaking of unsafe belongings, make sure 
you lock your vehicles. One student parked in 
Lot H had a $75 gift card stolen from their car 
between Oct. 9 and 12. But even when locked, 
your vehicle’s valuables are at risk. Also on 
Oct. 12, a license plate was taken from a car 
in the Missoula College Parking Lot. UMPD 
referred the case to the Missoula City Police 
Department. I wish both vehicle owners luck 
in their future parking endeavors. 
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ACROSS
1 Cut drastically, 69 Mixer setting 29 Anagram for 
as prices "time"
6 In the thick of Down 32 Teeny bit
10 Shrill barks 1 Sail support 34 Able to be 
14 Ski trail 2 Actress Kudrow transferred
15 Walk the floor 3 Helper 35 Drought ender
16 Opposed to, 4 Small apartment 36 Get to work on 
hillbilly-style 5 ___ and haw Time?
17 Thing taken for 6 In a fitting way 38 Aversion
granted 7 Daily delivery 40 Aid for a fracture
19 Guitar accessory 8 Marilyn Monroe, 43 Scold, with "out"
20 SWAT operation e.g. 45 King in a Steve
21 Intense cram 9 "Taxi Driver" Martin song
session actor 48 Prophetic shrine
23 Ms. Spacek 10 America's Cup 50 Study nook
25 Take back to the sport 51 Type of fund
lab 11 Quartz variety 52 Contact, in a way
26 Extinguish, as a 12 Water conduits 53 Not right
fire 13 Bull's sound 54 Hauls around
28 Garlicky sauce 18 Sunday speaker 56 Sign of spring
30 "Ugly Betty" 22 Firms up 57 "For Pete's ___!"
actress Ortiz 24 Addition total 59 Enroll in
31 Slightly wet 26 Legal prefix 60 Gave the boot
33 Type of drum 27 Part of BTU 63 Kind of tide







49 Giving off light
51 Winter warmer
54 Nashville NFLer
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G L A D M C C O Y A V I D
R I C E O H A R A C A R A
I N H O T W A T E R U P O N
N E E D Y S A N D S T O N E
O R I E L E W E R
P H A R O S P A R E T A B
L A M A L E A N D I R G E
A V E N G E R O P E N A I R
T E N T H G O N E T I L E
E N D O D O R O M E L E T
M O U E G O N E R
S M E L L A R A T A L I S T
T E N D C O N T I N E N C E
A N T I O S I E R A F A R
R U S E N A C R E F O R M
OMG, go Griz!! Jk... UM kinda be dropping the ball 
right now, but it’s okay because BEARS <3 They are 
so floofy, smort and chonk — we love them. If they 
didn’t want to be pet, why are they so cute? Let’s 
forget about the shitshow our University has become 
and take a moment to identify with these versatile 
creatures. 
LIBRA (SEP. 23–OCT. 22): So squishy and nummy — 
you’re the gummy bear. Spit *and we cannot stress 
this enough* in our mouths. 
SCORPIO (OCT. 23–NOV. 21): You with your fucking 
bamboo and big dick energy you fucking panda. Little 
bitch looking cute and shit. Fuck. 
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22–DEC. 22): Respectfully — you’re 
trash. Word? You’re always all up in our trash bins 
pillaging through our shit and asking for our leftovers, 
you little trash panda.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 23–JAN. 19): You’re so big and strong 
you polar bear! THANK THE LORD global warming is 
just a liberal hoax and you’re not almost endangered 
because humans are irresponsible. Nope. 
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20–FEB. 18): You’re totally a bear, dad-
dy. So grizzled, buff and hairy with your big muscles 
… body slam me? Sorry. Oh wait, this horoscope is 
about animals? … Shit. I’m not taking it back though. 
PISCES (FEB. 19–MARCH 20): You’re the teddy bear be-
cause you need someone to constantly hold you and 
give you a squish. So floof and fragile you are, little 
Pisces baby. 
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): POV: “Dammit!” you think 
to yourself. “Why did some shitty-ass school like UM 
have to use me as their mascot? Aight, imma head 
out.” #gogriz
TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): BAaaabe, come back to 
the tree. It’s only 11 a.m., we still have one more hour 
before the leaves are ripe … koala and chill?
GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): Build-a-Bear? More like 
build-a-bitch. You two faced, pretentious mother-
fucker XOXO. Making a Build-a-Bear is so fun at the 
moment, but when you get the bill — it’s game OVER. 
Just like when you bought the whole bar shots last 
night and now you can’t afford that good kush for the 
next two months.
CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): There are a few things 
you’re scared of: a world without Betty White, the 
catholic church, pink camo and the dark. One thing 
you’re not scared of is being who you are. Yup — 
you’re the carebear <3. 
LEO (JULY 23–AUG. 22): No, you are not the center of 
the solar system despite your name: the sun bear. You 
just need a tongue that long to spit all the bullshit 
you talk about yourself. But really honey, look in the 
water’s reflection and maybe keep that tongue inside 
your big mouth. 
VIRGO (AUG. 23–SEP. 22): Mama bear <3 You may be a 
broke college kid barely able to find the strength to 
cook anything but ramen for yourself — but the SEC-
OND your friends come over, WE BOUTA FEAST! 
Everyone leaves fat and happy, just like before hiber-
nation. 
OLIVIA SWANT-JOHNSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
CLARISE LARSON
clarise.larson@umontana.edu
The bear-oscope: RAWR XD!!!
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Diversity advisers push for less talk on BIPOC issues and more action in new plan
Adrianna Medina, Diversity Advisory Council student coordinator of inclusive excellence and Latinx Student 
Union president, worked closely with the DAC to republish the revised comprehensive Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Plan, which calls call for more action in addressing and expanding the representation and support 
for Black, Indigenous and people of color (BIPOC) students on campus. Medina is also working to connect 
with more of the Latinx and Hispanic communities at UM and in the Missoula area to promote cultural 
events on campus. ANTONIO IBARRA | MONTANA KAIMIN
Members of University of Montana’s pre-
mier diversity council are calling for more ac-
tion in addressing the expansion of represen-
tation and support for Black, Indigenous and 
people of color (BIPOC) students on campus in 
the wake of a new action plan. 
The Diversity Advisory Council (DAC) is a 
coalition of students and faculty that advises 
UM President Seth Bodnar on diversity action. 
The council’s new plan, called the  “Diver-
sity, Equity and Inclusion Plan” (DEI), helped 
create a strategy and assessment system for 
the retention of a diverse student population 
and improved on training for students and 
the harassment case reporting system. It also 
expanded capacities for diverse scholarship 
opportunities and wellness resources and 
implemented further strategic hiring prac-
tices. Council members expressed cautious 
optimism for its prioritization of action on 
diversity promotion.
“This is the year, especially after COVID-19, 
where things are getting done and conversa-
tions are happening,” Adrianna Medina, the 
DAC student coordinator of Inclusive Excel-
lence for Student Success (IESS) and Latinx 
Student Union president, said.
The DAC worked for 10 years to publish the 
revised comprehensive DEI plan in September, 
which, according to Medina, followed a release 
of the plan in its infancy in 2018 that received 
little to no positive feedback at the time.
“It kind of died on shelves,” DAC staff co-
chair and associate professor Erin Baucom 
said.
Baucom started work with the council in 
2019 and helped revise the new DEI plan, 
which created Medina’s job position on the 
council along with the first Director of IESS 
position, held by Salena Beaumont Hill.
“We reframed the plan to match the strate-
gic priorities of the University with an empha-
sis on ownership and accountability,” Baucom 
said. “Now there are checks and balances. 
There are actionable steps identified.”
The new plan created an annual review 
process for members to advise Bodnar on what 
the council has completed and outstanding 
issues to attend to. It also implements guide-
lines for faculty members to hold leadership 
accountable in situations of discrimination. 
Baucom said it was a welcome change that 
arrived only after increased public pressure.
“There has not been a mechanism on cam-
pus for accountability beyond what is legally 
required through Title IX until this year,” 
Baucom said. “It took the drastic nationwide 
acknowledgement of what happened with 
George Floyd for people and administrators to 
start taking DEI seriously, instead of it being 
a pet project or just a checkbox. It felt like a 
switch flipped.”
Medina said the DEI plan is the first step 
in the right direction, but remained skeptical 
of its true impact. She also expressed frustra-
tion with the disparity of efforts from BIPOC 
members of the council compared to white 
members, saying the former had more consis-
tent attendance than the latter.
“There are people who have seats on that 
committee that don’t come, while BIPOC peo-
ple keep coming in every single day, so we’re 
not the issue,” Medina said. “Maybe the white 
representatives will come to the first meeting 
of the semester, and they won’t show up again. 
Even if they do show up, they don’t say shit.”
Baucom, a white member of the council, 
confirmed Medina’s statement. “The BIPOC 
members that are personally affected by 
diversity issues are much more likely to show 
up than the white members of the committee. 
I see the same faces at the meetings over and 
over again.”
Both Medina and Baucom questioned 
the administration’s sincerity in addressing 
diversity on campus, especially with notable 
representative vacancies on the council from 
UM Relations, the marketing and communica-
tions office and the affirmative action office. 
“It is problematic when we market groups 
like the DAC and there are people on the ad-
ministrative side that just blatantly don’t want 
to go,” Medina said.
“Institutional authorities’ progress on di-
versity is always because it’s a checkbox, it’s a 
thing that they have to make sure they’re doing 
to meet legal standards,” Baucom said. “It’s not 
something they’re doing because humanisti-
cally that’s what we should be doing. If [UM 
administration] acknowledges that they need 
to work on diversity promotion, they’re also 
acknowledging that the institution is culpable 
for the harm that has been and is being done.”
Baucom stressed the need for white people 
to address diversity to similar extents of their 
BIPOC peers through representation and rec-
ognizing differing needs, while not asserting 
themselves as saviors of minority students.
“We need to ask [minority students] what 
they need and try not to be saviors as white 
cisgendered people,” Baucom said. “Students 
need people in positions of authority with 
similar cultural experiences and identities to 





‘He’s not fighting anymore:’ Missoula College student lost to COVID-19
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Ryan Surmi would spend his entire day 
studying at a corner table in the Payne Family 
Library at the Missoula College. The Paddle-
Heads DJ and second-chance student re-en-
rolled at the University of Montana in 2018 
to make a new start for himself and get an 
Information Technology degree. 
But after a month-long battle with COVID-19, 
Surmi died at St. Patrick Hospital on Oct. 4. He 
was 43. 
“He was definitely a fighter,” his sister Erika 
Tracey said. “He touched so many people’s lives. 
Anyone could walk up to him and he would 
make them his friend.”
Surmi, who was born in Great Falls, grew up 
in Missoula. He graduated from Loyola Sacred 
Heart in 1996, afterward taking some classes at 
the University before working at the local Best 
Buy. 
He was diagnosed with diabetes at a young 
age and lived with many health conditions 
throughout his life. After complications from a 
stroke, he knew he couldn’t keep working a job 
on his feet and decided to go back to school. 
“He was always really upbeat, no matter how 
he was really feeling inside,” Annie Weiler, a 
library tech at the Payne Family Library, said. 
Surmi made his mark with music in Missou-
la, often DJ’ing at the Bodega Bar or a Missoula 
PaddleHeads baseball game. 
As an older student, he quickly made friends 
with Dan McGuire, another Missoulian who re-
turned to college. The duo would study together 
after class and even went out to Draught Works, 
Surmi’s favorite brewery, to try and work on 
homework. 
“We gave up eventually and just started hang-
ing out,” McGuire reminisced as he sat at the 
corner table the duo frequented. “We wanted to 
do it again, but never had the chance.”
Tracey said Surmi always prioritized the 
people around him. When she was 5 and taking 
ski lessons at Marshall Mountain, her brother 
would follow the community bus up to the hill 
and made sure she had everything she needed 
for the day.
“He was 15, and no one asked him to do it,” 
Tracey said. 
As he started class for fall 2021, Surmi still 
found time to take his parents to their doctor 
appointments. But after a week of classes, he 
developed a fever and became very fatigued. 
After going to the hospital, doctors found he 
had the virus, even though Surmi had received 
the COVID-19 vaccine and a booster shot. 
He spent a week hospitalized before improv-
ing and being released. Tracey said Surmi tried 
to recover at home, but his oxygen saturation 
lowered dangerously. He was readmitted to St. 
Patrick, and slowly deteriorated until he needed 
a ventilator. 
“He was in and out of hospitals all of his life, 
but he never let any of that compromise his 
spirit,” Tracey said. “He was a hard worker and 
full of life. He doesn’t have to fight anymore.”
Surmi’s family urged more people to take 
the pandemic seriously by getting vaccinated 
and wearing a mask while the region peaks 
in COVID-19 cases. If more people took the 
pandemic seriously, Tracey said, fewer people 
would be affected by the loss of their loved 
ones. 
More than 20 county residents have died 
from the virus this month, and since the start of 
the pandemic, 148 county residents have been 
lost to COVID-19.  
The county does not track UM-related 
deaths, nor is there a requirement by UM to 
release when a student, staff or faculty dies 
from the virus, according to Dave Kuntz, the 
director of strategic communications at UM. He 
said the decision to release details of a student 
death is up to the family and did not disclose 
how many COVID-19 deaths are affiliated with 
the University.
Weiler said the dean of the Missoula College, 
Tom Gallagher, emailed some of Surmi’s class-
mates after he passed. 
“It doesn’t make sense to me that the Univer-
sity doesn’t release it when someone dies here,” 
Weiler said. “Ryan is not the only person at UM 
to die from the virus.”
Surmi is survived by his parents, Robert and 
Colleen Surmi of Missoula; his brother Travis 
(Zoe) Surmi and their daughters Elouise and 
Nico of Portland, Oregon; and his sister Erika 
(Ryan) Tracey of Missoula.
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AS CROWDS cheered, drank and partied at the University of Montana’s first home football game of the year, James Jonkel sat in his truck beneath 
a tree near Liquid Planet, blasting NPR at a 
black bear clinging to the branches above. 
The bear weighed approximately 300 
pounds with jet black fur, a sturdy neck, wide 
shoulders and a stomach full of trash.
Jonkel speculated the bear had been feeding 
off unsecured trash bins in a nearby alley for 
days before deciding to roost in a tree close to 
campus.
“He knows he should be sticking close to 
the berries by the river,” Jonkel said. “But he 
would rather go to Dairy Queen.”
Jonkel’s dad, Chuck Jonkel, was a grizzly 
bear expert who pioneered bear research and 
advocacy in the ’70s. Now Jonkel is carrying 
on the legacy. As the wildlife management 
specialist for Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Jonkel 
has dealt with bears for over 20 years. But this 
bear in particular has been giving him a head-
ache. Jonkel said he nicknamed the bear “Pain 
in the Ass” because of his habit of feeding on 
trash, climbing into trees and evading all of 
FWP’s bear traps. 
In the last two years, Jonkel has encountered 
“Pain in the Ass” twice. Both times he’s been 
roosting in a tree near campus. Usually, FWP 
tranquilizes bears and relocates them if they 
stir up trouble, but Jonkel said it’s a gamble 
when they climb up into tall trees. 
“It’s just too dangerous to try and dart them 
that high up,” Jonkel said. “They’ll fall to their 
death, usually.”
So Jonkel’s solution is to park beneath the 
bear’s nest, roll down the windows of his 
truck and blast music or radio talk shows. 
Black bears, tend to be wary of humans. With 
enough noise, Jonkel said he was able to keep 
the bear in the tree until it was safe for him to 
come down.
Over the last two years, UMPD has issued 
a total of 20 bear alerts, nine of which were 
issued in 2021. This trend is not new, but it has 
the potential to grow, according to Jonkel. 
With climate issues like lower annual snow-
pack, longer summers, shorter winters and 
increased wildfire frequency, in addition to 
bears foraging for garbage, Jonkel said there’s 
a possibility for greater wildlife presence on 
UM’s campus. 
For students, this means having a greater 
awareness of wildlife and knowing what to do 
if they encounter a bear on or near campus.
Bear-Chasers
Oscar Wilhelmy, a freshman at UM, 
watched as a small black bear slinked toward a 
tree near Eck Hall. Wilhelmy was biking back 
from the east side of campus on a Monday 
night in early September when he spotted the 
bear and decided to follow it.
“It was weird when I heard they were on 
campus,” Wilhelmy said. “And then I kind of 
wanted to see one on campus.”
For Wilhelmy, an Ohio native, seeing this 
particular bear was only the second time he’d 
seen a black bear, and it was the first time he’d 
seen one on campus. 
Wilhelmy called UMPD, then followed as 
the bear climbed up a tree, made a few playful 
chases at some deer and padded over towards 
the Knowles and Jesse Hall parking lot to cross 
the street. Wilhelmy said the bear appeared 
calm and he felt comfortable following it on 
his bike.
“It wasn’t aggressive or anything,” Wil-
helmy said. “It was sort of funny. It was pretty 
playful.” 
Wilhelmy isn’t the only student who’s gone 
chasing after a bear on campus, though, and 
he certainly won’t be the last.
Ivan Kloberdanz, a sophomore at UM, 
said he followed a bear last year. As soon as 
Kloberdanz got a UMPD alert, he grabbed 
a friend and walked toward the Clark Fork 
River where they saw the bear cross the Kim 
Williams trail.
“I enjoy going out and looking for wildlife,” 
Kloberdanz said. “When the University tells 
me where I can find a bear, I take that oppor-
tunity.”
Kloberdanz said he went bear searching 
again this year after getting an alert of a bear 
near the M-trail, but never found the bear.
Being “Bear Aware”
Anyone with a UM Outlook email knows 
the feeling of getting another UMPD bear alert. 
During September, UMPD issued four bear 
alerts via email, most within a week of each 
other. Brad Giffin, UMPD’s chief of police, 
said UMPD bear alerts are intended to remind 
people who aren’t familiar with bears that they 
are predatory animals.
But just how dangerous are black bears?
According to the North American Black 
Bear Center, black bears have killed only 61 
people across North America since 1900. Being 
murdered is 90,000 times more likely than 
being killed by a bear, according to a black 
bear study. 
Since 1996, FWP has reported no bear 
attacks on or near campus. But Chuck Bartle-
baugh, director at Be Bear Aware Campaign 
–– a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
educating the public on wildlife safety –– said 
students on and around campus should still 
know how to protect themselves against bears.
“It’s amazing how many people have start-
ed feeding bears again,” Bartlebaugh said.
Bartlebaugh said the Be Bear Aware Cam-
paign, with the help of UMPD, recently set up 
camp in the parking lot near the M trail where 
they advised passing hikers on bear safety. 
Bartlebaugh said he was surprised by how 
many people weren’t aware there were bears 
on the M trail, which goes right through the 
heart of black bear habitat.
Though campus has never had a grizzly 
bear reported, Bartlebaugh said it’s important 
to know the difference between black bears 
and grizzlies. Unlike black bears, grizzlies 
have a pronounced shoulder hump and a 
“dished’’ facial profile with smaller ears and 
larger claws. In general, grizzlies are also a lot 
more aggressive than black bears, but Bartle-
baugh advised caution either way.
“Whether you encounter a black bear or a 
grizzly, it’s relatively the same,” Bartlebaugh 
said. “Don’t approach, follow, interact with 
and absolutely never feed. That is the golden 
rule.”
If a bear is swatting the ground and growl-
ing, with its ears down and its fur up, Bartle-
baugh said it’s a sign the bear is willing to 
talk instead of attacking. He advised starting 
the conversation with, “Hi bear,” “Ho Bear,” 
and, “How ya doin’ bear,” so the bear knows 
there’s no imminent threat. Then, slowly back 
away.
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A black bear cub climbs a tree above its mother in Yellowstone National Park. Bears are common suspects around the University. In the last two years, UMPD has issued a total of 20 bear alerts, nine of which were issued 
in 2021. This trend is not new, but it has the potential to grow according to officials at Montana’s Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks. 
The Bear Chronicles 
When wilderness and campus collide
Story by Haley Yarborough
Sophomore Ivan Kloberdanz, a wildlife biology major, headed to the Kim Williams Nature Trail with a friend 
after receiving a “bear alert” last fall to follow the bear. The trail follows along the Clark Fork River from the 
forests to the University. 
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But human voices won’t always repel a bear. 
Bartlebaugh said students should always carry 
bear spray when they’re hiking or walking in 
bear country, in case a bear decides to charge. 
According to the Center for Biological Diver-
sity, bear spray is 98% effective at preventing 
human injuries during bear encounters. Bartle-
baugh said not to worry about aiming or wind 
direction when discharging the bear spray.
“Your life and well-being are more import-
ant than a little discomfort,”  Bartlebaugh said.
Just Bear Things
Roni Hecker, a senior at UM, was driving 
downtown on Broadway in her Ford Fiesta 
when she saw a bear running down the side-
walk. She called a friend driving behind her.
“Hey, did you see that bear?”
“Are you sure it wasn’t a big dog?” he said.
Hecker shook her head and said, “You’re 
from Connecticut; never speak to me again.”
She circled the block to park, then looked 
back at the bear, which was now crossing 
Broadway. Hecker called animal control to 
report the bear.
“We’re just gonna let it do bear things,” 
was animal control’s response, according to 
Hecker. 
Hecker said a bear had no business in 
downtown Missoula. The next day, a bear was 
reported on campus for the first time that year. 
But bears being in the Missoula community 
isn’t a rare occurrence.
In the month of September alone, FWP 
reported three active bears –– including “Pain 
in the Ass” –– crossing the I-90 between East 
Missoula and the University. 
In Montana, it’s not unusual for a bear to 
cross a road or a highway. But it is risky. As of 
the end of August, the Missoula Bears Face-
book page reported more than 10 black bears 
have been killed in and around Missoula. 
Heather Johnson, a UM alum who studies 
human-wildlife conflicts, said bears know this 
risk but base most decisions on food availabil-
ity.
“From what we know, bears perceive risk,” 
Johnson said. “So around human development 
or high human activity, bears generally try to 
avoid risky places. But when they really want 
that food reward, they’re often willing to deal 
with the extra risk.”
Johnson said bears generally make more 
risky decisions when their natural foods are 
limited. In the winter, food sources are usually 
limited by weather events like drought or ear-
ly-season freezes. Warmer seasonal tempera-
tures have also been linked to bears delaying 
hibernation to forage for food, which can 
lead to more human-bear conflict. Increased 
drought and wildfire could exacerbate natural 
food shortages, Johnson said, and therefore 
increase the likelihood of black bears using 
human food for sustenance.
And Missoula has already seen the effects of 
those risky decisions.
In 2015, Missoula underwent what Jonkel 
called “Bearmageddon” after unusually warm 
temperatures and an early fall freeze killed 
off berry crops and drove groups of bears 
searching for food to urban Missoula. FWP 
employed big culvert traps in response to a 
record number of bear incidents.
Johnson said bears remember food sources 
and they’re not very picky. Mother bears that 
use human food resources often teach their 
cubs how to forage on those same resources, 
like trash, non-native fruit and birdseed. 
“They’re the ultimate terrestrial food-find-
ing machine,” Johnson said. “They can eat 
what we can, which kind of sets the perfect 
stage for human-bear conflicts.”
This year, berries have grown in abundance, 
but as the hawthorne and huckleberry crop 
dwindle, bears are moving into Missoula city 
limits to eat.
High-Speed Bear Chase
Sean Staples, a junior at UM, was biking to 
campus when he saw police cars a few blocks 
up Mansfield Avenue.
“Hey, I got told there’s a bear up there,” a 
passing pedestrian said to him.
“They always 
tell us to stay 
bear aware, 
and it really 
hits home 
when the bear 




Not thinking much of it, Staples said okay, 
then kept biking. When he glanced behind his 
shoulder again, he saw a black bear running at 
him, full speed.
“I was scared for a second for sure,” Staples 
said. “But I was more scared for the guy in 
front of me.”
The bear quickly veered off, straight 
towards a nearby pedestrian. Staples said the 
bear was only about five meters away from the 
pedestrian when a police car sped around the 
corner and scared the bear into an alley.
A few weeks later, Staples said he saw 
another bear walking down the sidewalk on 
Arthur Avenue. This time Staples was in a car, 
so the threat was not so imminent.
But the second glimpse of a bear near cam-
pus left an impression.
“I feel like the bears are getting comfort-
able,” Staples said. “Like, compared to last 
year and the years before, I feel like they 
weren’t coming down this often for sure.”
Trash Talk
Because of “Pain in the Ass’s” bad habits, 
Jonkel said the bear gained about 200 pounds 
over the last few years. And he isn’t the only 
bear gaining weight. Jonkel said there are 
around 30 to 40 black bears in the Rattlesnake 
neighborhood right now, eating trash and 
unpicked fruit. The remaining groups of bears 
have trickled into Missoula’s Grant Creek, 
Bonner, Milltown, the lower Bitterroot and the 
University district as they fatten up for hiber-
nation –– a process called hyperphagia.
UM’s campus falls within a “bear buffer 
zone,” an area along the fringes of Missou-
la city limits with special garbage disposal 
requirements because of frequent bear activity. 
In this zone, bird feeders, salt licks, grain, hay 
and any other food items that may attract 
wildlife are strictly prohibited.
Eva Rocke, UM’s sustainability director, 
said UM hasn’t had any problems with trash 
management, despite black bears frequenting 
campus. Over the last three years, she said 
UM’s trash management hasn’t changed 
much, aside from recent efforts to collect left-
over food from UM catering in the University 
Center. 
“We realized that they were filling up their 
dumpsters really fast with leftover food, so we 
started composting to divert waste from the 
landfill,” Rocke said. “Once we started seeing 
black bears on campus last spring, we decided 
to order bear-proof compost bins.” 
UM, which contracts with Republic Mu-
nicipal Waste Services, uses both bear-proof 
and normal trash bins. Jonkel said overall, the 
University has done well with managing trash, 
but that UM students with rentals off campus 
need to do better at bear proofing, particularly 
around the Rattlesnake, which falls in a bear 
buffer zone as well.  
“There’s such an overturn with rentals that 
we see all these University rental homesites 
with the most problems,” Jonkel said. “You get 
a bunch of guys living in the same five room 
house and they don’t have garbage service.” 
For the short term, Jonkel’s primary focus is 
bear-proofing trash on and off campus. 
“Treat your waste and treat your apples and 
your bird seed and other food items like you 
treat your money,” Jonkel said. “Something 
like a bird feeder to a bear is like a thousand 
dollar bill dangling from a clothesline.”
With the same trio of black bears raiding 
University neighborhoods along the base of 
Mount Sentinel, Jonkel said students should 
use bear-proof trash cans, pick their fruit trees 
and dispose of their pizza boxes.
started to yell.
Bears have been known to break into houses 
in search of food. As soon as a bear enters any 
home, Jonkel said, FWP has to put them down 
for safety and to avoid any repeat incidents. 
Jonkel said FWP euthanizes four to five black 
bears and two to three grizzly bears every 
year, but that number varies depending on 
food availability. 
This July, FWP euthanized two bears after 
reported breaking-in incidents.  One of the 
bears, a large male, wandered into a house 
in East Missoula after a woman left her door 
open, Jonkel said. The woman returned from 
errands to see something had gotten into her 
kitchen, then found the bear in another room. 
FWP had to euthanize that bear this summer.
Cook, a second-year graduate student at 
UM, said she’s familiar with black bears. She 
grew up in Michigan, where no one could go 
to the middle school bus stop without a parent 
escort. But she had never seen a bear in her 
backyard.
“I think it was a little scared,” Cook said.
Cook said the bear took a few laps around 
the yard, then crapped on the lawn as a part-
ing gift before climbing the fence and booking 
it to Dairy Queen on Higgins Avenue.  
All of last year, Cook said she and her 
roommates joked that most of UM’s bear alerts 
weren’t for actual sightings. Now she said she 
thinks those alerts were the real deal. 
“They always tell us to stay bear aware,” 
Cook said. “And it really hits home when the 
bear is in your backyard.”
Bear Man With a Plan
Jonkel said UM students will likely continue 
to see more black bears in their backyards as 
global climate trends intensify. 
But he said there’s hope for change, at least 
in terms of bear-proofing campus. 
In 2010, UM’s student chapter of The 
Wildlife Society drafted a plan to help manage 
bears on campus. Wyatt Nielsen, the president 
of UM’s Wildlife Society, said the plan was 
recently revived and is slowly being revised, 
with the help of FWP.
The draft outlines plans for reducing the 
accumulation of waste, installing bear-proof 
trash cans and dumpsters and better manag-
ing outdoor trash compactors. It also advises 
“pack in pack out” methods at football games 
near Griz stadium. Nielsen said the draft is a 













A map shows that the “Bear Buffer Zone,” shown in orange, overlaps campus. This zone has special garbage disposal rules due to the high frequency of bears in this 
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“Animals aren’t used to only living on the 
mountains,” Nielsen said. “They need this 
land as much as we do.”
In addition to making everything bear-
proof, Jonkel said he hopes to coordinate with 
The Wildlife Society to implement “student 
bear rangers,” who do preliminary documen-
tation of areas on campus that violate FWP’s 
bear buffer zone regulations.
Jonkel said after so many years at FWP, 
working with the Missoula community is key 
to handling the bear issue — especially as this 
issue grows and as he runs around blasting 
NPR at bears like “Pain in the Ass.” 
“There’s some pretty neat stuff happening,” 
Jonkel said. “Our wildlife are responding and 
evolving to what we did to the habitat. First 
we stole it, then we enhanced it, and now 
they’re coming back to it.” 
University of Montana junior Sean Staples, 23, was riding his bike to class down Mansfield Avenue when he realized a black bear was running behind him at full 
speed. He said it was “ironic” because he purchased the bike the day before the incident.
Shit-Stop
“Lock the door!”
Adison Cook shrieked as a small black bear 
ran towards the back door of her house.
Her roommates laughed and screamed 
before flocking to the back room to film the 
bear trying to scale their back fence. They were 
supposed to be heading to their 8 a.m. lab. The 
black bear had other ideas. At first, Cook dis-
missed it as a “cute little bear.” Then she saw 
the police car, shadowing the bear from afar.
A second later, the bear scaled the fence into 
her backyard and mosied around the yard, be-
fore realizing he was stuck. The police officer 
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But human voices won’t always repel a bear. 
Bartlebaugh said students should always carry 
bear spray when they’re hiking or walking in 
bear country, in case a bear decides to charge. 
According to the Center for Biological Diver-
sity, bear spray is 98% effective at preventing 
human injuries during bear encounters. Bartle-
baugh said not to worry about aiming or wind 
direction when discharging the bear spray.
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when she saw a bear running down the side-
walk. She called a friend driving behind her.
“Hey, did you see that bear?”
“Are you sure it wasn’t a big dog?” he said.
Hecker shook her head and said, “You’re 
from Connecticut; never speak to me again.”
She circled the block to park, then looked 
back at the bear, which was now crossing 
Broadway. Hecker called animal control to 
report the bear.
“We’re just gonna let it do bear things,” 
was animal control’s response, according to 
Hecker. 
Hecker said a bear had no business in 
downtown Missoula. The next day, a bear was 
reported on campus for the first time that year. 
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isn’t a rare occurrence.
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reported three active bears –– including “Pain 
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In Montana, it’s not unusual for a bear to 
cross a road or a highway. But it is risky. As of 
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book page reported more than 10 black bears 
have been killed in and around Missoula. 
Heather Johnson, a UM alum who studies 
human-wildlife conflicts, said bears know this 
risk but base most decisions on food availabil-
ity.
“From what we know, bears perceive risk,” 
Johnson said. “So around human development 
or high human activity, bears generally try to 
avoid risky places. But when they really want 
that food reward, they’re often willing to deal 
with the extra risk.”
Johnson said bears generally make more 
risky decisions when their natural foods are 
limited. In the winter, food sources are usually 
limited by weather events like drought or ear-
ly-season freezes. Warmer seasonal tempera-
tures have also been linked to bears delaying 
hibernation to forage for food, which can 
lead to more human-bear conflict. Increased 
drought and wildfire could exacerbate natural 
food shortages, Johnson said, and therefore 
increase the likelihood of black bears using 
human food for sustenance.
And Missoula has already seen the effects of 
those risky decisions.
In 2015, Missoula underwent what Jonkel 
called “Bearmageddon” after unusually warm 
temperatures and an early fall freeze killed 
off berry crops and drove groups of bears 
searching for food to urban Missoula. FWP 
employed big culvert traps in response to a 
record number of bear incidents.
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and they’re not very picky. Mother bears that 
use human food resources often teach their 
cubs how to forage on those same resources, 
like trash, non-native fruit and birdseed. 
“They’re the ultimate terrestrial food-find-
ing machine,” Johnson said. “They can eat 
what we can, which kind of sets the perfect 
stage for human-bear conflicts.”
This year, berries have grown in abundance, 
but as the hawthorne and huckleberry crop 
dwindle, bears are moving into Missoula city 
limits to eat.
High-Speed Bear Chase
Sean Staples, a junior at UM, was biking to 
campus when he saw police cars a few blocks 
up Mansfield Avenue.
“Hey, I got told there’s a bear up there,” a 
passing pedestrian said to him.
“They always 
tell us to stay 
bear aware, 
and it really 
hits home 
when the bear 




Not thinking much of it, Staples said okay, 
then kept biking. When he glanced behind his 
shoulder again, he saw a black bear running at 
him, full speed.
“I was scared for a second for sure,” Staples 
said. “But I was more scared for the guy in 
front of me.”
The bear quickly veered off, straight 
towards a nearby pedestrian. Staples said the 
bear was only about five meters away from the 
pedestrian when a police car sped around the 
corner and scared the bear into an alley.
A few weeks later, Staples said he saw 
another bear walking down the sidewalk on 
Arthur Avenue. This time Staples was in a car, 
so the threat was not so imminent.
But the second glimpse of a bear near cam-
pus left an impression.
“I feel like the bears are getting comfort-
able,” Staples said. “Like, compared to last 
year and the years before, I feel like they 
weren’t coming down this often for sure.”
Trash Talk
Because of “Pain in the Ass’s” bad habits, 
Jonkel said the bear gained about 200 pounds 
over the last few years. And he isn’t the only 
bear gaining weight. Jonkel said there are 
around 30 to 40 black bears in the Rattlesnake 
neighborhood right now, eating trash and 
unpicked fruit. The remaining groups of bears 
have trickled into Missoula’s Grant Creek, 
Bonner, Milltown, the lower Bitterroot and the 
University district as they fatten up for hiber-
nation –– a process called hyperphagia.
UM’s campus falls within a “bear buffer 
zone,” an area along the fringes of Missou-
la city limits with special garbage disposal 
requirements because of frequent bear activity. 
In this zone, bird feeders, salt licks, grain, hay 
and any other food items that may attract 
wildlife are strictly prohibited.
Eva Rocke, UM’s sustainability director, 
said UM hasn’t had any problems with trash 
management, despite black bears frequenting 
campus. Over the last three years, she said 
UM’s trash management hasn’t changed 
much, aside from recent efforts to collect left-
over food from UM catering in the University 
Center. 
“We realized that they were filling up their 
dumpsters really fast with leftover food, so we 
started composting to divert waste from the 
landfill,” Rocke said. “Once we started seeing 
black bears on campus last spring, we decided 
to order bear-proof compost bins.” 
UM, which contracts with Republic Mu-
nicipal Waste Services, uses both bear-proof 
and normal trash bins. Jonkel said overall, the 
University has done well with managing trash, 
but that UM students with rentals off campus 
need to do better at bear proofing, particularly 
around the Rattlesnake, which falls in a bear 
buffer zone as well.  
“There’s such an overturn with rentals that 
we see all these University rental homesites 
with the most problems,” Jonkel said. “You get 
a bunch of guys living in the same five room 
house and they don’t have garbage service.” 
For the short term, Jonkel’s primary focus is 
bear-proofing trash on and off campus. 
“Treat your waste and treat your apples and 
your bird seed and other food items like you 
treat your money,” Jonkel said. “Something 
like a bird feeder to a bear is like a thousand 
dollar bill dangling from a clothesline.”
With the same trio of black bears raiding 
University neighborhoods along the base of 
Mount Sentinel, Jonkel said students should 
use bear-proof trash cans, pick their fruit trees 
and dispose of their pizza boxes.
started to yell.
Bears have been known to break into houses 
in search of food. As soon as a bear enters any 
home, Jonkel said, FWP has to put them down 
for safety and to avoid any repeat incidents. 
Jonkel said FWP euthanizes four to five black 
bears and two to three grizzly bears every 
year, but that number varies depending on 
food availability. 
This July, FWP euthanized two bears after 
reported breaking-in incidents.  One of the 
bears, a large male, wandered into a house 
in East Missoula after a woman left her door 
open, Jonkel said. The woman returned from 
errands to see something had gotten into her 
kitchen, then found the bear in another room. 
FWP had to euthanize that bear this summer.
Cook, a second-year graduate student at 
UM, said she’s familiar with black bears. She 
grew up in Michigan, where no one could go 
to the middle school bus stop without a parent 
escort. But she had never seen a bear in her 
backyard.
“I think it was a little scared,” Cook said.
Cook said the bear took a few laps around 
the yard, then crapped on the lawn as a part-
ing gift before climbing the fence and booking 
it to Dairy Queen on Higgins Avenue.  
All of last year, Cook said she and her 
roommates joked that most of UM’s bear alerts 
weren’t for actual sightings. Now she said she 
thinks those alerts were the real deal. 
“They always tell us to stay bear aware,” 
Cook said. “And it really hits home when the 
bear is in your backyard.”
Bear Man With a Plan
Jonkel said UM students will likely continue 
to see more black bears in their backyards as 
global climate trends intensify. 
But he said there’s hope for change, at least 
in terms of bear-proofing campus. 
In 2010, UM’s student chapter of The 
Wildlife Society drafted a plan to help manage 
bears on campus. Wyatt Nielsen, the president 
of UM’s Wildlife Society, said the plan was 
recently revived and is slowly being revised, 
with the help of FWP.
The draft outlines plans for reducing the 
accumulation of waste, installing bear-proof 
trash cans and dumpsters and better manag-
ing outdoor trash compactors. It also advises 
“pack in pack out” methods at football games 
near Griz stadium. Nielsen said the draft is a 













A map shows that the “Bear Buffer Zone,” shown in orange, overlaps campus. This zone has special garbage disposal rules due to the high frequency of bears in this 
area. ELLA MUSGROVE | MONTANA KAIMIN
“Animals aren’t used to only living on the 
mountains,” Nielsen said. “They need this 
land as much as we do.”
In addition to making everything bear-
proof, Jonkel said he hopes to coordinate with 
The Wildlife Society to implement “student 
bear rangers,” who do preliminary documen-
tation of areas on campus that violate FWP’s 
bear buffer zone regulations.
Jonkel said after so many years at FWP, 
working with the Missoula community is key 
to handling the bear issue — especially as this 
issue grows and as he runs around blasting 
NPR at bears like “Pain in the Ass.” 
“There’s some pretty neat stuff happening,” 
Jonkel said. “Our wildlife are responding and 
evolving to what we did to the habitat. First 
we stole it, then we enhanced it, and now 
they’re coming back to it.” 
University of Montana junior Sean Staples, 23, was riding his bike to class down Mansfield Avenue when he realized a black bear was running behind him at full 
speed. He said it was “ironic” because he purchased the bike the day before the incident.
Shit-Stop
“Lock the door!”
Adison Cook shrieked as a small black bear 
ran towards the back door of her house.
Her roommates laughed and screamed 
before flocking to the back room to film the 
bear trying to scale their back fence. They were 
supposed to be heading to their 8 a.m. lab. The 
black bear had other ideas. At first, Cook dis-
missed it as a “cute little bear.” Then she saw 
the police car, shadowing the bear from afar.
A second later, the bear scaled the fence into 
her backyard and mosied around the yard, be-
fore realizing he was stuck. The police officer 
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DUI convicts use theater to bring humor and authenticity to alcohol addiction
University of Montana’s Masquer Theatre hosted a performance written by the DUI convicts housed at Warm Springs Addiction Treatment and Change Program 
on Oct. 16. Scenes of DUI and other drug-related convictions were performed by UM students and community actors to bring awareness to the realities of driving 
under the influence. RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
Four actors sat in a line, all playing the 
same person in varying stages of drunk-
enness and logic. The audience giggled 
hesitantly as one of the actors slurred his 
words and took a swig before the act took 
a dark turn. The character he played hit 
and killed a pedestrian with his car while 
driving 40 mph in a blackout haze. 
UM’s Masquer Theatre hosted “THE 
DUI PROJECT,” a staged-reading act, on 
Saturday night. UM students and commu-
nity actors brought goofy, serious, wild 
or drunk characters to life in front of the 
laughing crowd, but the show held dark 
humor with a deeper meaning — the events 
of the act were written and inspired by 
real-life multiple DUI offenders who now 
share their stories about the struggles of 
addiction. 
The inmates who wrote the theater 
performance are currently serving time at 
the mental health facility Warm Spring Ad-
diction Treatment and Change Center, and 
are set to be released after they receive 
treatment for multiple DUI offenses. 
“I held on to some things I never shared 
before, and this time I got it all out, it’s like 
a weight lifted off my shoulders,” said Dar-
ren Stroth, one of the actors and a recent 
graduate of the WATCh program. “This 
was very enlightening for me, it really was. 
I’m here to speak and start doing what I’m 
supposed to be doing and to help others 
and give back. That’s where my heart’s at.” 
The idea for the project was pitched 
as part of “The Big Idea” grant offered by 
UM’s School of Arts and Media. MFA grad-
uate Elli Caterisano wrote the grant. 
Caterisano interned with Leah Loki, a 
former UM undergrad and Julliard Drama 
School graduate, in California at the 
prisons where she taught playwriting. She 
later asked Loki if she would like to direct 
the staged reading at UM. 
“I was like, ‘absolutely,’” Loki said. 
The stage was set with a simple rug and 
two rows of chairs holding the actors in 
front of the full audience. The story cut be-
tween different acts of scenarios related to 
DUI offenses: courtrooms, police stations, 
neglected children and blackout nights. 
The vignettes were intense and raw. Noth-
ing was censored, Loki said. 
Loki has spent the last 23 years working 
with inmates in high-security prisons to 
turn their own real-life stories into plays. 
Loki spent her first 15 years teaching play-
writing to inmates at one California prison 
where she specialized in working with 
adult men serving sentences in maximum 
security. 
Though trained actors put on Saturday 
night’s performance, the inmates hosted 
their own reading on Thursday at the 
WATCh program for their peers at the 
facility. 
“It’s powerful and exhilarating to be part 
of — it allows them to tell their story on 
their terms, and make light of it and be hu-
morous,” Loki said. “We are afraid to give 
ourselves permission to laugh at them, but 
[the inmates] laugh at themselves.”
As of Oct 12. 186 Montana roadway 
fatalities have been registered this year. Of 
those, 107 were related to DUIs or im-
paired driving, according to data collected 
by Drive Safe Missoula. 
The storyline of the staged reading for 
“THE DUI PROJECT” was written and 
produced in only 25 hours of work.
Penelope Hummingbird Baquero, teach-
ing assistant and actor in the show, said 
working with the inmates and performing 
their work was powerful for her. 
“We were able to connect with these 
incredible people and make some art,” 
Baquero said. “It helped me deepen my 
own questions about what addiction really 
is, and the root of all of it is — it is possible 
that all this is about human suffering, and 
for me it was transformative.” 
The show ended with a debate between 
two psychologists, a mother of a victim of 
a DUI crash and a police chief. The inmate 
who wrote the debate scene said he always 
wanted to see a debate with a group of 
people like this, but never had the chance 
— so he wrote it instead. 
The debate ended with the idea that 
addiction is more than meets the eye. And 
more painful than just grabbing the bottle. 
JOSH MOYAR
jm144854@umconnect.umt.edu
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Marvel makes a splash with hit animated show “What If…?”
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Marvel fans all over will tell you this 
year has been an absolute dream come 
true. With five TV shows and film releas-
es, the Marvel Cinematic Universe has 
made 2021 its bitch. Over the past couple 
months, the blockbuster studio has re-
leased what just might be its most ambi-
tious project yet: “What If…” 
“What If…” marks several milestones for 
the MCU. First off, it’s the universe’s first 
dip into animation. The nine-episode se-
ries features digitally created shots, shaded 
to look like they came right off the pages of 
the comic books the stories are based on. 
The show is also the MCU’s first explora-
tion into the Multiverse, which is looking 
to be the direction the entire franchise 
will head into in the future. 
The Multiverse is a term Marvel Comics 
has been throwing around since the early 
‘70s. It refers to the countless different 
ways events could have played out in the 
superhero stories we love. 
In “What If…,” each episode starts with 
the egg-headed narrator, known as The 
Watcher, introducing a new timeline in the 
Multiverse, featuring a different spin on a 
familiar Marvel movie. That being said, if 
you’re one of the last people on earth who 
have somehow avoided seeing a Marvel 
movie, this show might be a skip.
For fans, the fun never ends. Each of the 
nine episodes is seemingly unrelated and 
puts fan favorites into entirely new situ-
ations. For instance, instead of becoming 
the Black Panther, T’Challa becomes Star-
Lord, and instead of Steve Rogers becom-
ing Captain America, his girlfriend Peggy 
Carter becomes Captain Britain.
The different stories are loaded with 
Easter eggs from all 23 movies in the orig-
inal Infinity Saga, so the more you’ve seen 
the greater the reward.
Given the anthology style of the show, 
some episodes are naturally better than 
others. The highlight is without a doubt 
episode five, which pulls its material 
from the highly popular comic storyline, 
“Marvel Zombies.” The episode shows an 
alternate universe where the zombie apoc-
alypse has affected the Avengers, and a 
small group of survivors led by Spider-Man 
have to battle a zombified Iron Man, Cap-
tain America and others. This episode is 
genuinely scary at times, and is the perfect 
spooky watch for the Halloween season.
The only weakness to the series is the 
animation becomes pretty bland after a 
while. The show would’ve been much 
more dynamic if each episode had a slight-
ly different animation style, in the vein of 
Sony’s “Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse.” 
If this were the case, not only would the 
episodes feel more independent from each 
other, but the inevitable crossover would 
have been a true feast for the eyes. 
There are a few stories that have con-
veniently been left out, but don’t worry. 
An already confirmed second season will 
hopefully dive into some of the weirder 
places in the Multiverse. 
All episodes of “What If…” are now 
streaming on Disney+, along with the 24 
previous entries in the MCU. Haven’t seen 
them? Better start doing your homework. 
There’s never been a better time to be a 
Marvel fan. 
‘No Time To Die’ is an epic farewell to Daniel Craig’s legendary rendition of James Bond
NATHAN KORNICK
nathan.kornick@umontana.edu
Hardcore and casual Bond fans alike 
can finally head to the theaters to witness 
the conclusion of Daniel Craig’s tenure as 
the suave British spy, James Bond, after an 
18-month delay thanks to COVID-19.
Director and co-writer Cary Joji Fukuna-
ga ensured the conclusion to the star’s run 
as Bond would be an epic one, certainly in 
length, as the film clocks in at a record-set-
ting 163 minutes. It is the longest Bond 
film in history.  
“No Time To Die” gives you everything 
you could ask for from a Bond film — or 
any action film for that matter. Beautiful 
locations, heart-pounding action sequenc-
es, tear-jerking emotion and plenty of 
memorable lines of dialogue that will 
make you laugh, cry or smile out of pure 
joy. The locations are of the eye-popping 
variety, ranging from Italy to Jamaica and, 
of course, the United Kingdom.  
One thing that sets this film apart from 
Bond movies of the past is how new and 
nostalgic it feels at the same time. “No 
Time To Die” harkens back to classic James 
Bond, and even Craig plays the character 
differently than he has in previous outings. 
He is a much funnier, more relaxed and, in 
some ways, a more relatable Bond.  
For fans who may prefer the more 
serious Bond, rest assured, the humor has 
its place in the film but does not overstep 
its boundaries. In fact, it complements the 
film quite well.  
The music in “No Time To Die” is 
utilized exceptionally well. Of course, 
many of us can imagine the classic Bond 
music and, luckily, in this film you don’t 
have to imagine it because it is extreme-
ly prevalent. Hearing that iconic mix of 
brass instruments, saxophones and guitars 
during an action sequence just adds an 
extra degree of “Bond-i-ness.” 
The Bond villains are an iconic part of 
the films, and Rami Malek, best known for 
portraying Freddie Mercury in the film 
“Bohemian Rhapsody,” was tasked with 
the role for the latest Bond adventure. As 
great of an actor as Malek is, the villain he 
portrays is a little underwhelming, primar-
ily because his motives aren’t crystal clear. 
Furthermore, there simply isn’t anything 
that separates him from the other classic 
Bond villains of the past. All in all, given 
what he had to work with, Malek put on a 
great performance. 
For the film nerds out there, it is import-
ant to note the cinematography is equal 
parts unique and astonishing. The camera 
work is so smooth and seamless it sucks 
you right into the screen. You can clearly 
tell there is different talent behind the 
camera than in previous Bond films, but 
in the best way possible. That’s not to say 
previous filmmakers did better or worse, 
it’s just different. As for director Fukunaga, 
it seems as though he earned his keep. 
“No Time To Die” lives up to the high 
expectations and anticipation that ac-
cumulated over the last year and a half 
as fans waited for this film to release. If 
you get a chance, go see this film on the 
biggest screen possible, especially if you 
are a Bond fan. You will be immersed and 
enthralled and, chances are, you will be 
left wanting to see it again.
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words and took a swig before the act took 
a dark turn. The character he played hit 
and killed a pedestrian with his car while 
driving 40 mph in a blackout haze. 
UM’s Masquer Theatre hosted “THE 
DUI PROJECT,” a staged-reading act, on 
Saturday night. UM students and commu-
nity actors brought goofy, serious, wild 
or drunk characters to life in front of the 
laughing crowd, but the show held dark 
humor with a deeper meaning — the events 
of the act were written and inspired by 
real-life multiple DUI offenders who now 
share their stories about the struggles of 
addiction. 
The inmates who wrote the theater 
performance are currently serving time at 
the mental health facility Warm Spring Ad-
diction Treatment and Change Center, and 
are set to be released after they receive 
treatment for multiple DUI offenses. 
“I held on to some things I never shared 
before, and this time I got it all out, it’s like 
a weight lifted off my shoulders,” said Dar-
ren Stroth, one of the actors and a recent 
graduate of the WATCh program. “This 
was very enlightening for me, it really was. 
I’m here to speak and start doing what I’m 
supposed to be doing and to help others 
and give back. That’s where my heart’s at.” 
The idea for the project was pitched 
as part of “The Big Idea” grant offered by 
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uate Elli Caterisano wrote the grant. 
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later asked Loki if she would like to direct 
the staged reading at UM. 
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portrays is a little underwhelming, primar-
ily because his motives aren’t crystal clear. 
Furthermore, there simply isn’t anything 
that separates him from the other classic 
Bond villains of the past. All in all, given 
what he had to work with, Malek put on a 
great performance. 
For the film nerds out there, it is import-
ant to note the cinematography is equal 
parts unique and astonishing. The camera 
work is so smooth and seamless it sucks 
you right into the screen. You can clearly 
tell there is different talent behind the 
camera than in previous Bond films, but 
in the best way possible. That’s not to say 
previous filmmakers did better or worse, 
it’s just different. As for director Fukunaga, 
it seems as though he earned his keep. 
“No Time To Die” lives up to the high 
expectations and anticipation that ac-
cumulated over the last year and a half 
as fans waited for this film to release. If 
you get a chance, go see this film on the 
biggest screen possible, especially if you 
are a Bond fan. You will be immersed and 
enthralled and, chances are, you will be 
left wanting to see it again.
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Amid pro-soccer scandal, UM soccer stays rooted
Montana senior defender and team captain Taylor Hansen, left, stands with head coach Chris Citowicki 
after a soccer practice at Dornblaser Field on Oct. 12. After reports surfaced of National Women’s Soccer 
League coach Paul Riley’s alleged sexual coercion and the league’s inability to hold him accountable, coach 
Citowicki held team meetings to talk about the issue and keep UM soccer rooted and aware of the realities 
in the soccer world. MATTHEW TRYAN | MONTANA KAIMIN
In late September, The Athletic posted 
a story about National Women’s Soccer 
League coach Paul Riley’s alleged sexual co-
ercion and the league’s inability to condemn 
him. After hearing the troubling news that 
sent shockwaves through the nation’s soccer 
community, the University of Montana’s 
soccer team gathered for a meeting.
“It just really annoyed me,” Montana head 
coach Chris Citowicki, who called the meet-
ing, said. “I don’t understand why people 
can’t just be good people.” 
Citowicki often holds team meetings. 
When he sees something that annoys him or 
something he needs to talk about, he will go 
on a rant to his team. 
“If we don’t talk about it, we don’t learn 
and we don’t prevent it from happening in 
the future,” fifth-year senior and team cap-
tain Taylor Hansen said. 
In The Athletic’s report, two players, 
Sinead Farrelly and Mana Shim, accused Ri-
ley of sexual harassment and coercing them 
to have sex with him. The report included 
multiple examples of Riley’s misconduct, 
including an example where he made the 
two players kiss to avoid a team conditioning 
session.
After The Athletic’s report, Riley was 
fired, the NWSL’s league commissioner 
resigned and the NWSL All-Star game was 
moved from Portland, where Riley spent 
most of his tenure. NWSL players also 
banded together and forced cancellation of 
a weekend of games. When games finally 
resumed, players unified at the sixth minute 
of the game in response to the six years it 
took the NWSL to fire Riley after the first 
complaint about him.
The NWSL is the highest level of profes-
sional women’s soccer in the United States. 
“I would rather not send Taylor to the 
NWSL,” Citowicki said. “I’d rather her go 
somewhere else where she’s going to be 
taken care of and not potentially treated 
poorly.” 
“It definitely made me question my 
decisions going forward,” Hansen added. “I 
want to be at a place where I grow and I’m 
valued.”
Hansen is the epitome of a leader for UM’s 
soccer team. She has more minutes than any 
player for UM’s soccer team. She rolls up 
her sleeves regardless of the weather and es-
tablishes a dominant defensive presence for 
UM. When the Griz have the ball, she is also 
involved, often setting up her teammates for 
goals. 
When Citowicki addressed his team after 
the NWSL scandal, he cited her as an exam-
ple to her teammates.
“I told them that if Taylor is going to be a 
boss of a company one day, like she probably 
is, that you need to have values and stan-
dards and guidance for your employees,” 
Citowicki said. “I don’t want to use the ‘s’ 
word, but shit happens if you don’t lead 
people correctly.” 
Throughout the years, Hansen has grown 
into a leader for the Griz. She said her 
message to the team is to be “better human 
beings each and every day.”
Along with the one in late September Cito-
wicki also held a team meeting on Sept. 11. 
“This is the history that occurred, under-
stand this happened,” he urged his team. 
“There have been terrible things that have 
happened all over the place. What I need you 
to do is be good, fricking human beings and 
treat people with respect.”
Citowicki has been UM’s head coach for 
four years and his performance has been 
superb, leading the Griz to two Big Sky Con-
ference tournament championships and two 
Big Sky Conference regular season cham-
pionships. In 2021 he received a contract 
extension.
In the 2021 spring season, the Griz ad-
vanced to the NCAA championships. In the 
2021 fall season, the Griz have once again 
excelled, posting a record of 5-1-1 in coming 
play.
Hansen has been a star for the Griz this 
year too, playing over 1,000 minutes and 
totaling five assists. In her previous four sea-
sons with the Griz, she never had over three 
assists in a season. 
“Our big thing here is better people make 
better players in soccer,” Hansen said.
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Meet UM volleyball’s decade-enduring duo
14  October 21, 2021  montanakaimin.com
Montana’s Sarina Moreno (1) and Elsa Godwin (8) have been playing volleyball together since fifth grade, 
which has created an inseparable bond between the two seniors on and off the court. Now, this 2021 sea-
son, they’re together for one last ride with the UM volleyball team. ANTONIO IBARRA | MONTANA KAIMIN
Over a decade of playing volleyball 
together created an inseparable bond 
between two seniors on the University of 
Montana volleyball team, Sarina Moreno 
and Elsa Godwin. Both from Missoula, 
they met in fifth grade and have played 
together since, but the 2021 UM volley-
ball season will be their last.
“I think we’re both definitely ready to 
go into the next step,” Godwin said. “But 
also knowing that we’ve spent all of our 
days at practice together, it’s just all of a 
sudden going to be done.” 
Godwin and Moreno first played for 
current UM head volleyball coach Allison 
Lawrence with the Montana Volleyball 
Academy when they were 10. They were 
teammates for every year of club volley-
ball, often traveling together, and are 
“always and forever pepper partners,” as 
Moreno put it. The two attended Sentinel 
High School, where they continued to 
play together. 
Despite all those years, they described 
themselves as “on and off” friends until 
high school. Moreno was shy and intro-
verted, while Godwin was extroverted 
and talkative. Moreno said at first they 
didn’t really like each other. Their person-
alities don’t seem the most compatible, 
but they always seemed to mesh well with 
one another.
“I don’t know that they’ve really 
changed. [They are] just more settled into 
the people they were becoming all those 
years ago,” Lawrence said.
She went on to describe Moreno’s shy 
nature when she was younger, but also 
how she had opened up and shown her 
personality and depth throughout the 
years.
Even from age 11, Moreno was as-
sertive and had a strong sense of what 
she wanted. Godwin has always been 
outgoing, and was a natural leader who 
held teams together Lawrence said. She 
exemplified this role even more through-
out high school, and shows it now as a 
senior leader on the court. 
Playing for the Sentinel High Spartans, 
Godwin and Moreno led the team to 
three league titles and two Montana state 
championships. They had successful solo 
careers in high school as well, with God-
win and Moreno earning all-state titles for 
outside hitter and defensive specialist, re-
spectively. Godwin was named Montana’s 
2016 Gatorade Player of the Year. 
Godwin committed to the University 
of Montana first, with Moreno following, 
but the two never originally planned on 
going to college together
“It ended up working out, and now 
we’re here,” Godwin said. 
Godwin and Moreno’s success has 
continued in their Griz volleyball careers. 
Moreno started the majority of Mon-
tana’s games in the last four years at the 
libero position and currently ranks fifth 
on UM’s all-time digs list with much of 
the season left to go. The outside hitter 
starting position over the last three years 
has been dominated by Godwin. She has 
averaged 1.34 kills, or successful attack 
attempts, per set over her career. 
When the girls were younger, they got 
yelled at by coaches for never switch-
ing warmup partners and meeting new 
people. Godwin and Moreno always rode 
to club tournaments and roomed togeth-
er. This only changed in college when 
they were given room assignments for 
overnight trips, so they were forced to be 
in separate rooms. The two requested to 
be roommates for their last conference 
tournament, though. 
The women described this being their 
last season as bittersweet.
“We’ve been on the same club team 
ever since we were 10 years old,” Godwin 
said. 
Already this season, Godwin has accu-
mulated a total of 89 kills and 143 digs, or 
passes in just 16 matches. Moreno adds 
to this with 267 digs thus far, or 4.31 per 
set. Moreno also dominates the court with 
her serving, having 47 aces on the year. 
Godwin has one year of eligibility left for 
the Griz, due to her being a redshirt fresh-
man, but is opting to leave after this year. 
Griz volleyball is 1-5 in conference 
right now, with an overall record of 7-11. 
Its next match is Oct. 21 at Southern 
Utah. 
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In late September, The Athletic posted 
a story about National Women’s Soccer 
League coach Paul Riley’s alleged sexual co-
ercion and the league’s inability to condemn 
him. After hearing the troubling news that 
sent shockwaves through the nation’s soccer 
community, the University of Montana’s 
soccer team gathered for a meeting.
“It just really annoyed me,” Montana head 
coach Chris Citowicki, who called the meet-
ing, said. “I don’t understand why people 
can’t just be good people.” 
Citowicki often holds team meetings. 
When he sees something that annoys him or 
something he needs to talk about, he will go 
on a rant to his team. 
“If we don’t talk about it, we don’t learn 
and we don’t prevent it from happening in 
the future,” fifth-year senior and team cap-
tain Taylor Hansen said. 
In The Athletic’s report, two players, 
Sinead Farrelly and Mana Shim, accused Ri-
ley of sexual harassment and coercing them 
to have sex with him. The report included 
multiple examples of Riley’s misconduct, 
including an example where he made the 
two players kiss to avoid a team conditioning 
session.
After The Athletic’s report, Riley was 
fired, the NWSL’s league commissioner 
resigned and the NWSL All-Star game was 
moved from Portland, where Riley spent 
most of his tenure. NWSL players also 
banded together and forced cancellation of 
a weekend of games. When games finally 
resumed, players unified at the sixth minute 
of the game in response to the six years it 
took the NWSL to fire Riley after the first 
complaint about him.
The NWSL is the highest level of profes-
sional women’s soccer in the United States. 
“I would rather not send Taylor to the 
NWSL,” Citowicki said. “I’d rather her go 
somewhere else where she’s going to be 
taken care of and not potentially treated 
poorly.” 
“It definitely made me question my 
decisions going forward,” Hansen added. “I 
want to be at a place where I grow and I’m 
valued.”
Hansen is the epitome of a leader for UM’s 
soccer team. She has more minutes than any 
player for UM’s soccer team. She rolls up 
her sleeves regardless of the weather and es-
tablishes a dominant defensive presence for 
UM. When the Griz have the ball, she is also 
involved, often setting up her teammates for 
goals. 
When Citowicki addressed his team after 
the NWSL scandal, he cited her as an exam-
ple to her teammates.
“I told them that if Taylor is going to be a 
boss of a company one day, like she probably 
is, that you need to have values and stan-
dards and guidance for your employees,” 
Citowicki said. “I don’t want to use the ‘s’ 
word, but shit happens if you don’t lead 
people correctly.” 
Throughout the years, Hansen has grown 
into a leader for the Griz. She said her 
message to the team is to be “better human 
beings each and every day.”
Along with the one in late September Cito-
wicki also held a team meeting on Sept. 11. 
“This is the history that occurred, under-
stand this happened,” he urged his team. 
“There have been terrible things that have 
happened all over the place. What I need you 
to do is be good, fricking human beings and 
treat people with respect.”
Citowicki has been UM’s head coach for 
four years and his performance has been 
superb, leading the Griz to two Big Sky Con-
ference tournament championships and two 
Big Sky Conference regular season cham-
pionships. In 2021 he received a contract 
extension.
In the 2021 spring season, the Griz ad-
vanced to the NCAA championships. In the 
2021 fall season, the Griz have once again 
excelled, posting a record of 5-1-1 in coming 
play.
Hansen has been a star for the Griz this 
year too, playing over 1,000 minutes and 
totaling five assists. In her previous four sea-
sons with the Griz, she never had over three 
assists in a season. 
“Our big thing here is better people make 
better players in soccer,” Hansen said.
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Over a decade of playing volleyball 
together created an inseparable bond 
between two seniors on the University of 
Montana volleyball team, Sarina Moreno 
and Elsa Godwin. Both from Missoula, 
they met in fifth grade and have played 
together since, but the 2021 UM volley-
ball season will be their last.
“I think we’re both definitely ready to 
go into the next step,” Godwin said. “But 
also knowing that we’ve spent all of our 
days at practice together, it’s just all of a 
sudden going to be done.” 
Godwin and Moreno first played for 
current UM head volleyball coach Allison 
Lawrence with the Montana Volleyball 
Academy when they were 10. They were 
teammates for every year of club volley-
ball, often traveling together, and are 
“always and forever pepper partners,” as 
Moreno put it. The two attended Sentinel 
High School, where they continued to 
play together. 
Despite all those years, they described 
themselves as “on and off” friends until 
high school. Moreno was shy and intro-
verted, while Godwin was extroverted 
and talkative. Moreno said at first they 
didn’t really like each other. Their person-
alities don’t seem the most compatible, 
but they always seemed to mesh well with 
one another.
“I don’t know that they’ve really 
changed. [They are] just more settled into 
the people they were becoming all those 
years ago,” Lawrence said.
She went on to describe Moreno’s shy 
nature when she was younger, but also 
how she had opened up and shown her 
personality and depth throughout the 
years.
Even from age 11, Moreno was as-
sertive and had a strong sense of what 
she wanted. Godwin has always been 
outgoing, and was a natural leader who 
held teams together Lawrence said. She 
exemplified this role even more through-
out high school, and shows it now as a 
senior leader on the court. 
Playing for the Sentinel High Spartans, 
Godwin and Moreno led the team to 
three league titles and two Montana state 
championships. They had successful solo 
careers in high school as well, with God-
win and Moreno earning all-state titles for 
outside hitter and defensive specialist, re-
spectively. Godwin was named Montana’s 
2016 Gatorade Player of the Year. 
Godwin committed to the University 
of Montana first, with Moreno following, 
but the two never originally planned on 
going to college together
“It ended up working out, and now 
we’re here,” Godwin said. 
Godwin and Moreno’s success has 
continued in their Griz volleyball careers. 
Moreno started the majority of Mon-
tana’s games in the last four years at the 
libero position and currently ranks fifth 
on UM’s all-time digs list with much of 
the season left to go. The outside hitter 
starting position over the last three years 
has been dominated by Godwin. She has 
averaged 1.34 kills, or successful attack 
attempts, per set over her career. 
When the girls were younger, they got 
yelled at by coaches for never switch-
ing warmup partners and meeting new 
people. Godwin and Moreno always rode 
to club tournaments and roomed togeth-
er. This only changed in college when 
they were given room assignments for 
overnight trips, so they were forced to be 
in separate rooms. The two requested to 
be roommates for their last conference 
tournament, though. 
The women described this being their 
last season as bittersweet.
“We’ve been on the same club team 
ever since we were 10 years old,” Godwin 
said. 
Already this season, Godwin has accu-
mulated a total of 89 kills and 143 digs, or 
passes in just 16 matches. Moreno adds 
to this with 267 digs thus far, or 4.31 per 
set. Moreno also dominates the court with 
her serving, having 47 aces on the year. 
Godwin has one year of eligibility left for 
the Griz, due to her being a redshirt fresh-
man, but is opting to leave after this year. 
Griz volleyball is 1-5 in conference 
right now, with an overall record of 7-11. 
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Pumpkin party extravaganza at PEAS Farm
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Above: Landon Hopp and his mom, Jenna Hopp, pick out the perfect pumpkin for carving at PEAS Farm 
during their annual Pumpkin Party on Oct. 16. Landon explained to his mom that this pumpkin was “too 
heavy” for his liking. 
With Halloween around the corner, pumpkin 
carving, fall vegetables and corn stalks filled 
PEAS Farm for their annual Pumpkin Party on 
Oct. 16.
Located in the Upper Rattlesnake, PEAS 
Farm was started by Garden City Harvest to 
grow fruits and vegetables for the Missoula 
Food Bank to distribute to low-income families 
around Missoula. The idea started as a small 
farm to create learning opportunities for Univer-
sity of Montana students and the community. 
The greenhouses at the Pumpkin Party were 
filled with orange and white pumpkins of all 
sizes. Families picked the perfect pumpkin for 
carving and went to work with tools provided 
by staff and organizers. Vegetables grown at the 
PEAS Farm were also sold at the entrance.
After pumpkin seeds were scraped out, they 
were placed in the tractor to be taken to the 
farm’s pigs at the end of the day. 
Any purchase made at the farm came with 
free corn stalks harvested by Jason Mandala, 
Garden City Harvest’s Farm to School director. 
Pumpkins that were not purchased were 
donated to Soft Landing’s upcoming pumpkin 
harvesting event for refugee and immigrant 
youth and other schools around the communi-
ty. Families could also purchase a pumpkin to 
donate to Soft Landing.
Young Lyle Kuipers finally gets his turn on the tractor and couldn’t be more excited while his grandmother 
Liz Fritsch takes pictures. 
Wells Mcmackin, 7, carves his own pumpkin with help from his grandmother, Kate Gadbow. The two spent 
the day carving one pumpkin and saved two to take home and save the pumpkin seeds. 
Jason Mandala, Farm to School director for Garden 
City Harvest, cuts down corn stalks for people to 
take home. Any purchase at the Pumpkin Party 
came with free corn stalks. 
